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Abstract: This paper offers a comparison of three distinct logics applied to both teacher 

learning and to modes of research practice partnerships. Further, this paper puts these modes of 

partnering in conversation with one another, to reveal that in fact, research practice partnerships 

and participatory design-based partnerships often rely on teacher learning, or change in practice, 

as an essential component, though this fact is only foregrounded in one mode of partnership: 

social design experimentation. Keywords: Teachers-as-learners, maker-based learning, social 

design experimentation, research-practice partnerships  

Introduction 
When it comes to teachers-as-learners (Russ, Sherin, & Sherin, 2015; Walkoe & Luna, 2019), there is much left 

to know, despite the fact that entire fields of educational scholarship (like Educational Leadership, Teacher 

Education, for instance) take the definition of teacher learning as settled knowledge. However, critical theorists 

point out that “teachers” and “learners” occupy constructed identities which enable schooling to perpetuate the 

social status quo (Apple, 1985; Bernstein, 1977; Bourdieu, 1984); indeed, the binary identity of teacher vs. learner 

is unnatural. Therefore, if learning scientists take seriously that learning happens outside of formal structures and 

recognition via social participation (e.g. Lave & Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 2003), it stands to reason that teaching 

does as well. Still, scholars struggle to conceive of teachers-as-learners beyond explicit pedagogical training 

environments (Russ, Sherin & Sherin, 2015) Teacher learning is often a mechanism of change in RPPs. In this 

context, epistemological orientations which impact RPP design vary according to the following question: 1)  Is 

the purpose of educator learning to afford systemic coherence, systemic disruption, or some combination of both? 

2) What counts as relevant learning for educators? 3) Who counts as a teacher in discussions of teacher learning?

Theoretical analysis: Teachers-as-learners and RPP design methodology 
In this brief analysis, I take up the high-level epistemological tensions that arise from differing beliefs 

about educators and learning produced by three different fields: educational leadership, teacher education, and 

learning in informal institutions. To be clear, while this analysis draws upon these fields for information, it is not 

exhaustive.  

Tension #1: Educator Learning as Means to Coherence vs. Educator Learning as a 
Means to Disruption 

Teachers-as-Learners: A high level look at the fields of educational leadership, teacher education, and 

informal learning reveals a discrepancy around the overall goal: is the purpose of educator learning to generate 

coherence around a central goal or is the goal of educator learning to produce disruption? For instance, in 

Educational Leadership, the goal of educator learning is ultimately systemic coherence, though educator learning 

is recognized as a mechanism for iteration upon systems of schooling.While critics might attack this approach as 

insufficiently responsive to local, or bottom-up, innovation, proponents argue that systematized dynamics of 

inequity require systematized corrections (Ladson-Billings and Tate, 1995). The field of Teacher Education 

responds to the notion of teachers as middle managers differently: since educators convene power through praxis, 

in addition to their role within the system of schooling, their learning process, identity, and goals ought to provide 

the foundation for systemic change improvement. Informal learning institutions are caught between systemic 

coherence and disruption, because on the one hand, they view themselves as part of a wider learning ecology, but 

on the other, the reality of informal learning institutions is that they are working toward curricular collaboration 

with formal institutions. When it comes to informal educator professional learning, museums and libraries see 

their job as supplementing learning taking place in formal schools (Allen & Crowley, 2017; Brahms & Crowley, 

2016). RPPs: This tension is most obvious in the difference between participatory design partnerships (Bang & 

Vossoughi, 2016), including social design experiments (Gutierrez & Vossoughi, 2010), and more top-down, 

organizationally-dependent models of partnering, like design-based implementation research (DBIR) (Penuel & 

Fishman, 2012). Though both social design experimentation and DBIR rely upon teacher learning as a change 

mechanism, they diverge when it comes to systemic coherence vs. disruption.  
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 Tension #2: Educator Learning as Discovery vs. Educator Learning as Transmission  
Teachers-as-learners: Russ, Sherin, & Sherin (2015) take up the question of what constitutes educator 

learning by categorizing the types of knowledge or skill acquisition that have been proposed as constitutive of 

teacher learning. In other words, this scholarship seeks to understand what educational scholars are talking about 

when they mention teacher learning. Their review proposes three different conceptualizations teacher learning: 

process-product (where teacher knowledge is constituted by individual strategy development), cognitive modeling 

(where teacher knowledge follows a predictable trajectory that increases in complexity throughout a career), and 

a situative/sociocultural approach (where teacher knowledge is constituted by situated social interaction). While 

it is generally unwise to amplify one argument about teacher learning as the truth, the analytical work presented 

by Russ, Sherin, & Sherin provides a useful “object to think with”. RPPs: The complexity of this belief cannot 

be overstated, nor can the effect of one’s epistemological orientation regarding knowledge about educators-as-

learners for the design of educator learning environments. In the design of RPPs for teacher learning, one’s stance 

on this issue determines whether teachers co-design, or receive, learning.  

Tension #3: Educator Identity  
Teachers-as-learners: The last tension concerns how one identifies and designates individuals as 

educators, and further, how educators identify and designate themselves. Given the fact that teaching and learning 

activities occur outside of formal and informal learning environments as everyday processes of adaptation and 

participation (Rogoff, 2003; Rogoff and Gutierrez, 2003), it stands to reason that all humans learn and teach 

throughout the course of participation in social communities. Still, anyone who has ever had a bad teacher in 

school understands that being a professional Teacher in formal and informal spaces requires specialized skills that 

transcend content knowledge. This assertion, foundational to the reasons university-based Teacher Education 

programs exist, is often mobilized in fights related to labor relations for formal Teachers. 

There are few opportunities for educators from informal and formal learning environments to share knowledge 

and expertise, perhaps due to the fact that all educator expertise is systematically devalued in the ways I’ve 

outlined. The result of this is a narrowing of “who counts” as an educator, and whose teaching is “real” or 

“legitimate”. RPPs: The epistemological orientation one occupies with respect to “who counts” as an educator is 

crucial to the design of educator learning environments, because it indicates whose expertise and practice counts 

as a resource for learning.  

Implications 
 This design narrative, combined with the theoretical framing which troubles well-worn assumptions 

about teacher learning, reveals the need for further research into activity-based inquiries into teacher learning. 

Whereas the impact of research-practice partnerships has been examined through various lenses, like social 

change, scalability, and sustainability, there is much to learn about the impact of design-based partnerships as 

learning environments themselves, for both designers and participants.  
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